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Challenges with cell-based medicinal products

– Cell surface molecules (receptors, integrins,…)

– Secreted factors like cytokines

A relevant species is one in which the test material is 
pharmacologically active due to the expression of 
the receptor or an epitope (in the case of monoclonal 
antibodies)*.

*NfG on preclinical safety evaluation of biotechnology derived pharmaceuticals 
(CPMP/ICH/302/95; ICH S6)
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http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/Report/2011/03/WC500103895.pdf



Key points of discussion

- Individual products: Better come for Scientific Advice

- Principles for following regulatory non-clinical 
guidance:

 Do not follow guidelines for the sake of following guidelines

 Scrutinize study design: How relevant is the outcome 

expected to be? What will the shortcomings be?

 Employ a risk-based approach

 Remember 3R principles
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Make use of regulatory resources

• CAT should explore the possibility of setting up a 
platform to share information with stakeholders on 
trends in non-clinical development of ATMPs.
> See presentation by C Herberts and HT Vestergaard

• Use CAT/EMA incentives from early on:

– Scientific Advice

– ITF briefing meetings

– ATMP certification (could be used as a “gap analysis”)
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Certification: What is it?

• Art. 18: ” Small and medium-sized enterprises developing 
an advanced therapy medicinal product may submit to the 
Agency all relevant quality and, where available, non-
clinical data required in accordance with modules 3 and 4 
of Annex I to Directive 2001/83/EC, for scientific 
evaluation and certification.”

• EMA procedureal guidance EMA/CAT/418458/2008/corr.:
Not binding for future MA; not a Scientific Advice; not 
binding for National Agencies for Clinical Trial 
Authorisations.
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Certification

• What is a certification?

• Provides a snapshot / gap analysis

• NCA‘s have „moral obligation“ to follow certificate;
CAT to scrutinize via its members in case NCAs 
deviate
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Advocation of a knowledge-based aproach

• CAT should reflect, when non-clinical studies are 
requested, on how far the experience from similar 
products and, if available, previous clinical experience 
can be taken into account.
(example: dermal products with scaffolds)

• Developers do not request the establishment of a 
different standard to the evaluation of ATMPs legally 
on the EU market, but recognition of the long-
standing.

• Clinical data may in part compensate for non-clinical 
studies (depends on quality/source of data/risks).
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What animal model to chose?

• Use of smart in-vitro testing may in certain cases 
potentially complement or even substitute animal 
studies.

• Choice of animal model depends on purpose:

– Proof-of-concept: usually homologous model

– Toxicology: may also be necessary to test actucal medicinal 

product (in addition, or alternatively).

– Could also be a disease model, if available.

• Intention: Generation of signals rather than 
quantitative (due to limitations of the known models)
(i.e., not necessarily confirmation of a risk that is 
already known?)9



Special scenarios

• Large animal models: Not by 
default, rather on a case-by-
case basis, driven by the 
actual need for such data.

• Emerging specialised animal 
models may help.
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Duration of non-clinical studies

• In some cases, short-term toxicology may be more 
informative.

• Live-long follow-up in large animals may not be 
feasible.
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Dose-finding

• Reduction of number of doses to be tested could be 
possible, but may have to be compensated by clinical 
testing.

• Combined ATMPs: May not be feasible nor informative.

• Distinguish between PoC (i.e., determinatio of an 
efficacious dose) and toxicology (i.e., determination of 
a maximum safe dose).
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Risk-based approach

• Multifactorial

• Categorization ”low risk” and ”high risk” should be 
avoided (unnecessary stamp; may result in ambigous 
perception of a product; is too uni-dimensional).

• Clinical context including unmet medical need is an 
important factor to be considered.

• CAT to explore if experience gained with medical 
devices could be helpful.
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Proposed actions

 CAT and SAWP to explore generation of a living 
experience document (what models used etc.).

 Ensure that NCA assessors have a consistent approach

 Risk-based approach:

- CAT to pursue guideline;

- Stakeholders to collect data on risks that they have already 

identified, and how one could address those risks

(e.g., tumourigenicity with stem cells)

 Raise awareness of CAT on significant new approaches 
in non-clinical development
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